
Pool House
by Negroni

You find this random piece of paper in the 
shed behind the swimming pool. Fourteen 
pieces must be removed for testing and 
then replaced, creating new valid entries. 
The replacements, in column order (once 
the ambiguities are resolved), spell out 
something that might be needed to 
perform these tests. Two of the 
replacements, an R and an L, can be 
replaced a second time to create 
descriptors for the sections in which they 
appear. Now that you understand what 
you are looking at, you can fill in the six 
unclued entries, including the one across 
the center, with examples of items that 
belong approximately in their row.

Across
8. Hall of Famer Mel’s tense in overtime

11. Indian state captures England and Italian city

14. Who exploded, and in what manner?

15. Exclaim in amazement: “lava hits”

17. Two discs holding “a cream” center!

19. Singer Jeffrey brought into this world penetrating old 
soul EPs, at first

21. I criticize religion

23. Blunders in letters from Herr Sondheim

25. First notes about gray skin eruptions

27. Losing head, fool approaches sun god in dramatic 
musical work

30. Nerve from mule heart extended in the wrong 
direction

31. Share fate

33. Musician Brian recalled single

37. Leader of Ogden, Utah is exposed

39. Asian currency from three directions

41. Approaches some insane arsonists

43. Dull cipher in book of Italian bible

45. Poe as depraved purveyor of fables

47. A German wearing retro collar getting ready for drive

50. Vote at odds!

51. The person who comes home without $100 is 
angrier

53. The pope takes time and head of Anglicans bristles

57. Seaweed? Me neither

58. Assists without head or fingers

59. Best weed going west

60. Energy with swirling coil of the wind

61. Madame interrupted famous actor to talk 
incoherently

Down
1. In retrospect, section of propellor easily having 

shape that reduces drag

2. Small treasure turned up with machines

3. Greek character’s fish eggs from the sound

4. Time to broadcast over duets

5. We hear fairy sibling is a stage of being

6. Wine taxis

7. Unending depression in certain threads and 
question about attendance

9. Cover hot sandstone

10. Youth who experiences changes that are emotional 
and generate chaos

11. Errand boy from Republican Party associated with a 
female

12. Ron followed brother’s son missing third part of 
kidney

13. Kept out of sight after a passing bug

16. Chapter containing right expression

18. Angel hears dancing around head of pin

20. Gradually change with fashionable party drug and 
narcotic

22. Note English manner

24. Macchio gag

26. A revolutionary stabbing

28. Bird for nurse interrupting electrical engineer

29. Tow sled haphazardly in American frontier

32. Acknowledges snow storm

34. Goose feathers plummet, crash

35. Madhouse bearing individual produced from a single 
egg

36. Tossed rest long ago

38. Zebras in cesspool head as far south as possible

39. Pros hide playing football, for example

40. Bareheaded primate's carrying witch viruses

42. In Rome, however, cleaving to the Italian bitter

44. Founding Father in audition for small parts

46. Photo capturing sweetie producing sound

48. Flower connects hearts of some people in the UK

49. Patch jumbled heaps

50. Hour in ring, meditation, for talented up-and-comer

52. Winds up north-northeast down South

53. Fill salt approaching empty

54. Berliner regularly discarded cheese

55. Shortly after Easter, sweet potato returns

56. Choose shorts brand from the 80’s (and shirt)
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